
Технически характеристики

The Einhell TP-AP 18/28 Li BL - Solo cordless reciprocating saw is a member of the Power X-Change series . Each rechargeable battery in the system
can be combined with any PXC device. The brushless motor offers more power and runs for longer, while the anti-vibration function ensures low
vibration while working. The soft grip surfaces make the saw ergonomic to handle. The rotatable main handle ensures maximum flexibility. The
adjustable soleplate enables optimal use of the blade, and tool-less blade changes keep things simple. A quality wood blade from KWB is included in
the scope of delivery. This product comes without a battery or charger. We recommend at least 2.5 Ah.

Cordless All Purpose Saw

TP-AP 18/28 Li BL - Solo
Item No.: 4326310

Ident No.: 21032

Bar Code: 4006825644951

Features & Benefits
A member of the Power X-Change family-
Brushless motor - more power and prolonged operation-
Rotatable main handle for maximum flexibility-
Anti-vibration function ensures low vibration during operation-
Adjustable soleplate for optimum blade use-
Tool-less blade changes for rapid application-
Ergonomic handling thanks to soft grip surfaces-
For optimum results: rechargeable battery, 2.5 Ah or more-
Supplied without battery and charger (available separately)-
Incl. KWB quality blade (wood)-

Technical Data
- Number of strokes 0  -  2500 min^-1
- Stroke height 28 mm
- Cutting depth in wood 200 mm
- Cutting depth in plastic 20 mm
- Cutting depth in steel 12 mm
- Toolless saw blade change yes

Logistic Data
- Product weight 2.06 kg
- Gross weight single packaging 2.71 kg
- Dimensions single packaging 445 x 175 x 110 mm
- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces
- Gross weight export carton 11.85 kg
- Dimensions export carton 460 x 370 x 240 mm
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2664 | 5484 | 6656

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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